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Activ Appraisals
Driving Development
It’s no secret that members are the cornerstone of every
company. Performance appraisals are the systematic evaluation
and review of member performance. Managing and directing
members is a key factor in determining the success of your
business.
Activ Appraisals is an easy, flexible, and effective way of managing your
staff performance reviews. Managers and employees can work together to
set realistic, actionable goals for teams and individual employees.
With our powerful, intuitive software you can:
Configure custom appraisal questions or use an industry standard template
/ Allow employees to complete a self-assessment / Schedule mid-year
reviews / Utilise SMART objectives / Promote employee engagement / Align
members with strategic objectives / Engage with peer 360 reviews

Automated Complex Calculations
Manual holiday calculation and balances are a thing of the past. Activ
Absence automatically calculates annual leave allocation, statutory
holiday entitlement, time off in lieu balances and much more.
Regardless of any changes throughout a year to a work pattern, Activ
Absence will accurately calculate employee balances.

One size does not fit all – but one system does!
Your members all have different goals, personally
and professionally, and the way in which you manage
and evaluate these will differ. Activ Appraisals
customisation options allows you to evaluate each of
your members with the metrics that are right for them
and set the goals that fit both their needs and your
businesses.

“Powerful system
at your fingertips
for remarkably
low cost per head.
Good level of support
provided too, especially
in the beginning. Whilst
the system is cost effective
and flexible enough for small
companies, and can also grow
as your company grows.”
AmSpec Services Ltd

Activ Appraisals
How Does it Work?
Activ Appraisals is accessible through a cost-effective annual Software
as a Service (SaaS) contract, meaning we take care of data security,
confidentiality, and system updates. There is no software to download or
install, you have secure access to your data with a username and password.
You can easily and quickly set-up your appraisal process to suit your needs
with a user-friendly administration panel, then manage questionnaires, review
performance, and evaluate reports.

Why Activ Appraisals?
Performance appraisals leave a positive impact on motivation through identifying hardworking and high performing employees and rewarding them for their efforts. This job
recognition gives a sense of appreciation and significance to employees. Similarly, identifying
high performers would also allow the company to efficiently allocate the promotions, bonuses,
awards, and raises to those who truly deserve it.
In addition, performance appraisals are a key feedback and communication tool. Upon
collecting performance results, companies are able to provide a sense of direction to
those who need guidance. It will also allow employees to communicate their issues and
difficulties in their daily tasks, which would help to improve their motivation.

Business Benefits
During the hectic pace of everyday business, personal development is a
challenge. The appraisal is a regular opportunity to identify and deal with,
challenges, opportunities, and potential growth. Saying thank you for a small
achievement has a huge motivational effect. Activ Appraisals records both
the small and large successes and feedback from colleagues and coworkers meaning you always have the full picture.

With Activ Appraisals you can:
Record and align the employees goals with those of the business /
Monitor and evaluate performance against those goals set / Set
new goals and objectives / Use this information to give praise
and reward / Tackle & correct performance issues

“Activ Absence has
allowed MMS to retire
our legacy systems and
provide one centralised
global resource for
managing our colleagues
holiday and out-of-office
time.”
MMS Global

Appraisals Benefits
Employee Benefits
Receive notifications by e-mail when an Appraisal has been
created.
Track and update personal objectives / Edit and Submit SelfAssessments from the My Appraisal Dashboard / Email Notifications
to help remind employees of deadlines / Update personal objective
progress

Manager Benefits
Keep track of employee performance and set clear and effective objectives
throughout the Appraisal process.
Create Annual Appraisals and Interim Reviews / Track your Department
Progress from the Managers Dashboard / Paperless capture of information, stored
all in one place / Manage past and future employee objectives

HR Department Benefits
Track and manage all department appraisals.
Options to be a Co-signatory to ensure the integrity of the Appraisal process
/ In-house Appraisals Administration – allows you to create the perfect
Appraisal questionnaire / Retain all historical Appraisals and Interim Reviews
/ Run reports on Appraisal questions to obtain specific information

Organisation Benefits
Globally manage all employee appraisals in one, easy to
navigate area.
Create a library of Global Objectives to make sure your
company is achieving their goals / Set Global expiry dates for
automatically adding your goals to each Appraisal / Retain
all archived appraisal and review data to make it easy to

“The Activ Suite
has made us be able
to go paperless for
holidays and absences.
Employees are able to
access their holiday chart
from anywhere and are
able to see their absence
calendar.”

reflect on past answers
MediaCo Group

Activ Appraisals
Employee Self Assessment
Employee feedback and self-reflection on how
they believe they are performing is a valuable part
of the appraisal process. Once you have defined
your competency libraries, you can build an employee
questionnaire. Building your own questionnaire from
scratch is easy, and there is also a collection of pre-built
questionnaires in the system.
Activ Appraisals enables you to schedule your chosen selfassessment questionnaire to be sent well in advance of a
planned performance appraisal. You can also choose whether to
send questionnaires individually or across the department as part
of the preparation process. Activ Appraisals gives you total flexibility
in configuring specific questionnaires for different levels and types of
employees.

Competency Libraries
Activ Appraisals enables you to evaluate an employee’s demonstration
of key performance standards and competencies. You can define
your own competency libraries to suit your organisation structure.
For example, libraries can be set up at different levels such as
Directors or Managers. Each competency can be set up with
a description and then several statements or questions that
underpin the definition. You define what each library is called
and give it a description. You can add as many different
competencies as you like.
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“We love Activ, the
system is extremely
user friendly, we have
complex shifts patterns
and the program deals
with all our needs, all of
our staff are happy with the
system.”
IDS Transport

Activ Appraisals
360 Degree Reviews
If your current appraisal process relies on
feedback from a single line manager you may be
missing out on valuable feedback from colleagues
and external sources. By enabling you to view
feedback from other sources, you have a much more
balanced and informative picture of your people.
Activ Appraisals provides you with a flexible solution that
enables you to combine self-assessment feedback with
anonymous input from colleagues and external sources if
desired. This enables you to appraise your people like never
before. Activ Appraisals is unlike traditional appraisals, the
process is easy and straightforward, and integrates easily into
the company culture. You can then use this overall picture to
strategically set smart goals for your people - improving performance
and ultimately your bottom line.

“The Activ Suite
has been a vast
improvement on our old
email and spreadsheet
system – not only saving
us time and money but also
reducing stress.”
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Avire Global

Activ Appraisals
Managers Preparation
Activ Appraisals can support the Managers preparation
for planning the appraisal meeting with the employee.
Managers are provided with the relevant information to
assist with their preparation:
Review the employee’s completed self-assessment
questionnaire form. Ability to identify the important issues
and focus the appraisal on them / Review the performance
appraisal report which was written following the previous appraisal
(historical appraisals can be imported if required) / Identify which
objectives have and have not been achieved / Plan their objectives for
the employee appraisal / Review any one-off problems that have been
reported before the appraisal / Appraisal Meeting / Record the appraisals
meeting in Activ Appraisals and document what the employee and manager
discussed

Business Benefits
As the whole appraisal cycle is typically built around setting,
reviewing and then re-setting key objectives, Activ Appraisals
supports you every step of the way. Most organisations define
that each employee objective should be SMART - Specific,
Measurable, Agreed, Realistic and Time limited. Where each
objective must be in an area over which the employee has
control, and each objective has a deadline. Activ Appraisals
can be configured to help with deadlines by using inbuilt trigger alerts to inform the employee, line manager
and HR of the deadlines agreed. Further reducing the
time spent for the administration process of making
appraisals a success.

“We use Active
Absence HR in
conjunction with
several of our clients
and find it intuitive,
friendly, mobile and pc
accessible with informative
dashboards displaying up to
date information at a glance.”
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Connective Business Solutions

Activ People HR
A Solution for Success
It’s time to move away from time consuming
manual processes, paper-based systems and
complicated spreadsheets.
Activ People HR was built with people at its very
core. We recognise cloud-based technology is
rapidly evolving as is the way in which you manage
your people.
We have your solution to success.

ABSENCE

APPRAISALS
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TIMESHEETS

DOCUMENTS

A Flexible Solution at your Fingertips
Activ People HR is a modular system that can be
deployed with ease, whatever your needs we’re
confident we can meet them. Activ People HR is
adaptable and constantly evolving.
Whether you’re a company of 10 employees or
10,000 employees our feature rich system will
cater to all! Get started right away with one
module or choose the whole suite!
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“We couldn’t be more pleased
with Activ and how the process
has gone. We found the staff at
Activ People HR to be professional
and efficient, and the set up went
very smoothly. The home page for
requesting leave / reporting absences
is user friendly, and the process has
taken away the errors in staff leave we
were experiencing previously.”
AGT Poortman

Contact Us
Additional corresponence to be
addressed to:
Codel Software LTD
Unit 1C
Charnwood Park
Bridgend
CF31 3PL

Telephone: +44 1656 750 858 (UK Only)
Telephone: 08456 435 066 (International Only)
Email: sales@activpeoplehr.co.uk
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